
In today's digital-first world, ensuring robust cybersecurity
measures is non-negotiable for businesses of all sizes.
Recognizing this critical need, we're excited to introduce a
streamlined solution that combines the comprehensive
protection of ConcealBrowse with the unmatched efficiency of
NinjaOne's Remote Monitoring and Management (RMM)
capabilities.

ConcealBrowse, known for its cutting-edge browser security
solution, has teamed up with NinjaOne's RMM to offer an
unparalleled security deployment experience. This partnership
signifies a new era in cybersecurity management, where installing
crucial protections is not only straightforward but seamlessly
integrated into your existing IT infrastructure.

Effortless Deployment, Superior Protection

The Strategic Advantage

Choosing NinjaOne as the vehicle for
ConcealBrowse installation isn't just about
convenience; it's a strategic decision that
enhances your cybersecurity posture with
minimal effort. This integration enables
businesses to:

Streamline Operations: By eliminating complex
installation processes, companies can focus on
their core activities while ensuring their
cybersecurity measures are up-to-date.

Enhance Security: Immediate protection from
web-based threats means that phishing,
credential theft, and other suspicious internet
content are blocked or isolated, keeping your
data and online activities safe.

Simplify Management: For MSPs and MSSPs,
the ability to manage deployments across
multiple clients with tenant-specific MSIs offers
a level of simplicity and control previously
unattainable.
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For MSPs & MSSPs: A Tailored Approach
Managed Service Providers (MSPs) and Managed Security Service
Providers (MSSPs) are in a unique position to benefit from this
collaboration. With the ability to utilize tenant-specific MSIs,
service providers can offer a personalized, yet hassle-free,
deployment of ConcealBrowse to each of their clients. This
bespoke approach ensures that every end-user receives the
protection they need without complicating the installation
process. For more details on this process, check out the RMM
documentation.

Zero Interaction, Immediate Protection
One of the standout features of deploying ConcealBrowse via
NinjaOne is the zero-interaction installation process. Once
deployed to Windows endpoints using the ConcealBrowse MSI
installer, the software immediately springs into action, protecting
supported browsers from a myriad of web-based threats. This
immediate activation means that businesses can rest assured
knowing their online environments are secured without any
manual intervention required from their teams or IT departments.

In the evolving cybersecurity landscape,
staying ahead means choosing solutions that
offer superior protection and integrate
seamlessly into your operational framework.
With the combined strengths of
ConcealBrowse and NinjaOne, businesses
have a solution that promises not just to
protect but to revolutionize cybersecurity
management. Join the Conceal MSP
Community today to get free NFR licenses. 

“We are very happy with the investment we made in NinjaOne.
Deploying ConcealBrowse using NinjaOne was a smooth
process. NinjaOne’s efficiency in deploying solutions like
ConcealBrowse reflects its effectiveness as a Remote
Monitoring and Management (RMM) tool.”

Steve Hyde, VP Information Technology
Great Northern Corporation
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